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Abstract  
 The paper presents an approach which thoroughly assesses the role of early life 
 and contemporaneous macro-conditions in explaining health at older ages. In 
 particular, we investigate the role of exposure to infectious diseases and economic 
 conditions during infancy and childhood, as well as the effect of current health care 
 facilities.   Specific attention is paid to the impact of unobserved heterogeneity, 
 selective attrition and omitted relevant macro-variables. We apply our approach to 
 self-reports on functional limitations of Dutch older individuals. Our analysis is 
 performed using data from the Longitudinal Aging Study Amsterdam. The 
 prevalence of functional limitations is found to increase in the nineteen-nineties, in 
 part due to restricted access to hospital care. 
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1 Introduction

A growing body of evidence shows the importance of early life environmental

conditions in explaining health at old ages. For instance, individuals who

faced nutritional and/or pathological stresses during pregnancy or the first

years of life are more likely to experience worse health conditions and higher

mortality rates at older ages (Fridlizius 1989; Barker 1998; Roseboom 2001;

Fogel 2004; Almond 2006; see Kuh and Ben-Shlomo 2004 for a comprehensive

review of the epidemiological evidence). Furthermore, research shows that

individuals born in recessions face higher mortality rates later in life (van den

Berg, Lindeboom, Portrait 2006). On the other hand, current health care and

economic may have important consequences for health as well (Mackenbach

1996; van den Berg et al. 2006; Ruhm forthcoming). The focus of the

present study is to assess the role of early life and current macro-conditions

in explaining health at old ages, controlling for a large range of individual

characteristics.

Clearly, when studying the relationships between macro-conditions and health,

information on some early life and current macro-determinants may be lack-

ing. This may be particularly true in a study on old people since data

are required that refer to historical periods. Excluding possibly important

macro-variables may result in spurious associations between health and the

included macro-conditions. In addition, genetic factors or inherent frailty of

individuals are important determinants of health and are most often not ob-

served. This may also induce biases in the parameters of interest. The paper

develops and applies an estimation strategy to better control for sources of

omitted variables bias in the context of a health study. We will return to the

estimation strategy in more detail in section 2.

Our method is applied to the study of functional limitations of Dutch older

individuals. Functional limitations are restrictions in performing physical

actions used in daily life. Functional status is an important aspect of the

health-related quality of life of older individuals and strongly associated with
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the use of health care services. In the nineteen-nineties, the Netherlands

faced increasing trends in functional limitations at older ages (Hoeymans et

al. 1997; Perenboom et al. 2004). Our study may provide insights into the

mechanisms explaining these trends. Especially in the context of aging pop-

ulations, increasing trends in functional limitations may put extra pressure

on the already congested Dutch health care market.

The analyses are performed using data from the Longitudinal Aging Study

Amsterdam, an ongoing study which follows a representative sample of Dutch

older individuals (Deeg and Westendorp de Serière 1994; Deeg et al. 1998).

For the study at hand, we use the first three waves, conducted in 1992-1993,

in 1995-1996, and in 1998-1999. The data set contains detailed individ-

ual health information. Statistics Netherlands provides information on the

macro-conditions. We use epidemiologic and economic theory as well as em-

pirical evidence to identify the macro-conditions that may affect health at

older ages.

The major advantage of panel data is that we can take into account unob-

served heterogeneity. However, panel data, specifically on older populations,

may suffer from selective attrition due to mortality or refusals. The paper

corrects for the effects of selective attrition. Finally, we include a variety of

statistical checks to assess the validity of our results; particularly we tested

whether the effects of the early life and contemporaneous conditions are cor-

rectly modeled.

Our study is related to the line of research that tackles the basic identification

problem of the age, period, and cohort (APC) effects. The contemporaneous

macro-conditions refer to period effects. The macro-conditions that cohorts

have faced in early life refer to cohort effects. In the APC literature, age ef-

fects are usually characterized by age of the individual, period effects by the

calendar year during which the period effects take place, and cohort effects

by the year of birth of the relevant cohorts. Clearly, identification of such

effects is problematic because of the impossibility of observing individuals of
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the same age in a same calendar year but born in different years. Indeed, APC

effects are perfectly linearly related as year of birth plus age equals calendar

year. The usual way out to handle the perfect collinearity is to restrict the

parameters of the model (Mason and Fienberg 1985; Reynolds 1998; Alwin

& McCammon 2001). Therefore the coefficients are identified on the basis

of functional form assumptions that cannot be tested (Mason and Fienberg

1985). Moreover, dummies are very poor proxies for the unobserved underly-

ing effects and are not informative about the causal mechanisms underlying

the effects of early life and contemporaneous macro-conditions on mortality

(Heckman and Robb 1985). Our approach is to replace the dummies by ob-

served variables that more directly explain the mechanisms at hand. This has

two main advantages: to handle the APC identification problem and to re-

veal some of the mechanisms explaining health at older ages. The “modeling

approach” is the approach suggested by Nydegger (1981) and Heckman and

Robb (1985). To our knowledge, this approach is innovative in the literature

on health and has seldom been applied in other area’s (for a recent economic

application of the method, see Kapteyn, Alessie, Lusardi 2005). Note further

that we explicitly model cohort and period effects and that we correct for

selective attrition. As far as we know, this has not been done before in the

APC literature.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The estimation strategy

is presented in more detail in section 2. In particular, we discuss the impact

of unobserved heterogeneity, selective attrition, and omitted macro-variables

on the estimation results. Section 3 describes the data. Section 4 reports the

estimation results. Section 5 presents the results of the sensitivity analyses.

Finally a summary and a conclusion is given in section 6.
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2 Estimation method

2.1 Model

Assume a panel data set that includes I respondents at baseline and T waves.

After pooling the data of the T waves together, we can express the health

status indicator H as a function of a vector of individual socio-economic

and demographic background characteristics x, age a, the current macro-

conditions PV and the macro-conditions earlier in life CV :

H t
i = α + xt

i’β +
K1∑
k=1

CVi,kγk +
K2∑
k=1

PV t
k δk +

K3−1∑
k=1

fk(a
t
i)ζk + vt

i (1)

K1 refers to the number of included early life indicators, and K2 refers to

the number of the included contemporaneous indicators. The relationship

between H t
i and age is modeled by means of a linear spline function with K3

knots which splits the whole age range into K3−1 intervals. The coefficients

ζk corresponding to the K3 − 1 spline variables fk(a
t
i) are the age interval

specific slopes.1 α, β, γk for k running from 1 till K1, δk for k running from 1

till K2, and ζk for k running from 1 till K3 are the parameters to be estimated

and vt
i is the error term.

Identification of the model rests upon the assumption that the macro-indicators

of early conditions do not depend linearly on the variable year of birth and

the macro-indicators for the contemporaneous conditions do not depend lin-

early on the calendar year.2

As mentioned in the introduction, some macro-information may be missing.

Moreover, information on determinants of health such as genetic factors or

1Modeling age using a full set of age dummies is the most flexible way of modeling the
effects of age. To save some degrees of freedom, we opted for a linear spline function in
age.

2The necessary conditions for identification of model (1) are that K1 should be smaller
than the total number of cohorts minus 2 and K2 must be smaller than the total number
of periods minus 2 (Kapteyn et al. 2005).
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inherent frailty is generally not available. An appropriate and rigorous treat-

ment of the unobserved part is required if we want to trust the conclusions

of the empirical analysis. This is the main focus of the next section.

2.2 Empirical specification

2.2.1 Unobserved individual effects

Unobserved components such as genetic endowment or inherent frailty might

induce an observed correlation between health and the health determinants.

Model (1) should be adjusted for the impact of unobserved heterogeneity if

we want to consistently estimate the included parameters. The error term vt
i

is likely to be correlated with the right-hand-side variables. In order to get

more insight into this correlation, we write vt
i as:

vt
i = ci + ut

i

where ut
i is an idiosyncratic error term which might be correlated over time

due to unanticipated permanent health shocks.3 The term ci reflects time-

constant unobserved characteristics such as genetic factors or inherent frailty.

The latter factors are determinants of health and may be correlated with

demographic and socio-economic characteristics of the individual X t
i (X t

i ,

in contrast to xt
i, include the early life and contemporaneous determinants,

and the age linear spline variables): E(ci | X1
i , . . . XT

i ) 6= 0. The right-hand

variables in our health model are assumed to be strictly exogenous conditional

on the unobserved effect ci, i.e:

E(ut
i | X1

i , . . . XT
i , ci) = 0

which entails that the explanatory variables in each time period are uncor-

related with the idiosyncratic error term ut
i.

3We do not control for state dependence in our analysis. Allowing for true state de-
pendence would over-complicate the analysis, especially if one allows for arbitrary auto-
correlation structure in ut

i.
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We opt for a Mundlak approach (1978) to deal with the correlation between

ci and the right-hand side variables by including in model (1) individual spe-

cific averages for the time-varying variables. In our context, the Mundlak’s

approach boils down to the estimation of:

H t
i = α + xt

i’β +
K1∑
k=1

CVi,kγk +
K2∑
k=1

PV t
k δk +

K3∑
k=1

fk(a
t
i)ζk + xi

′π + ωi + ut
i (2)

where xi refers to the individual specific averages for the time-varying vari-

ables and π refers to the associated parameters. It is important to note that

the remaining individual effect ωi and the included regressors are assumed

to be uncorrelated.

2.2.2 Attrition

Panel data, especially on older populations, may suffer from selective attrition

through mortality and refusals. As a result, an initially random sample may

end up as a selective sample where the relatively healthy individuals are over-

or under-represented. This leads to inconsistent parameter estimates of the

explanatory variables.

Our technique for testing and correcting for attrition bias follows the ap-

proach of Wooldridge (2002, chapter 17, sections 17.7.2 and 17.7.3) in a

linear panel data model with unobserved heterogeneity. As a simple test

for selective attrition, Wooldridge (2002, p. 581)4 suggests to include in the

health equation a selection indicator, say st+1
i , equal to one if respondent i

participates in the study at (t + 1) and to zero if not. Under the null hy-

pothesis – i.e. absence of selective attrition –, the coefficient of the selection

variable st+1
i should not be significant.

Correcting for attrition bias is more complicated. We extend the method pre-

sented by Wooldridge (2002) in section 17.7.3 for a fixed effects approach to

4Verbeek and Nijman (1992) present a similar approach.
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a random effects approach. Note that the method presented here treats attri-

tion as an absorbing state, implying that respondents who leave the sample

at t do not re-enter the sample at τ > t.5 In brief, the Wooldridge approach

requires two equations which model the attrition between wave 1 and 2, and

between wave 2 and 3 respectively.6 From those selection equations, summary

measures (namely inverse Mills ratios) can be constructed that summarize

the information on attrition available in the selection equations. Finally we

estimate the health equations in which the summary measures are included

(in order to correct for endogenous selection).

More formally, consider the following panel data model (using the same no-

tation as before):

H t
i = X t

i ’θ + ci + ut
i (3)

where θ refers to the parameters associated with X t
i . Conditional on st−1

i = 1,

write a (reduced form) selection equation for t ≥ 2 as:

st
i = 1

[
zt

i ’ηt + µt
i

]
, µt

i |
{
zt

i , s
t−1
i = 1

}
∼ Normal(0, 1) (4)

where 1 is an indicator function. zt
i must contain variables observed at time t

for all individuals with st−1
i = 1. zt

i may, for instance, include the variables in

X t−1
i . ηt refers to the parameters associated with zt

i and µt
i is the error term

of the selection equation. We will also include some exclusion restrictions

(see section 3.2).

In order to estimate the model, we make the following two assumptions.

First,

E(ci | X i, µ
t
i) = X

′
iπ + ξtµ

t
i (5)

where Xi are the sample individual averages of X t
i , π and ξt a set of parame-

ters to be estimated. This assumption is basically an adapted version of the

5In our empirical study, attrition is indeed an absorbing state.
6In our empirical study, we have three waves. Obviously with more waves, we need

more selection equations.
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“Mundlak” approach (cf. assumption 17.7c of Wooldridge, 2002, page 583).

Second,

E(ut
i | ci, Xi, z

t
i , µ

t
i, s

t−1
i ) = E(ut

i | µt
i) = ρtµ

t
i (6)

where ρt is a parameter to be estimated (cf. equation 17.60 of Wooldridge,

2002, page 586). Equations (3), (5), (6) imply that:

E(H t
i | Xi, µ

t
i) = X t

iθ + X
′
iπ + φtµ

t
i (7)

where φt = ξt + ρt. If we condition on st
i = 1 instead of on µt

i (because

st−1
i = 1 when st

i = 1, we do not have to condition on st−1
i = 1), we get:

E(H1
i | Xi) = X1

i ’θ + X i’π = W 1
i ’Θ (8)

E(H2
i | Xi, s

2
i = 1) = X2

i ’θ + X i’π + φ2λ(z2
i ’η2) = W 2

i ’Θ

E(H3
i | Xi, s

3
i = 1) = X3

i ’θ + X i’π + φ3λ(z3
i ’η3) = W 3

i ’Θ
...

E(HT
i | Xi, s

T
i = 1) = XT

i ’θ + X i’π + φT λ(zT
i ’ηT ) = W T

i ’Θ

where λ(z2
i ’η2), λ(z3

i ’η3), ... λ(zT
i ’ηT ) are the inverse Mills ratios associated

with the sample selection equations (4) for t = 2, 3, ...T ,

Θ = (θ′, π′, φ2, φ3, · · · , φT )′, W 1
i ’ = (X1

i ’, X̄i’, 0, 0, · · · , 0)′,

W 2
i ’ = (X2

i ’, X̄i’, λ(z2
i ’η2), 0, · · · , 0)′, W 3

i ’ = (X3
i ’, X̄i’, 0, λ(z3

i ’η3), · · · , 0)′, and

W T
i ’ = (XT

i ’, X̄i’, 0, 0, · · · , λ(zT
i ’ηT ))′. It now follows that pooled OLS of H t

i

on X t
i , Xi, d2iλ̂

2
i , d3iλ̂

3
i , · · ·, dTiλ̂

T
i – where d2i, d3i, and dTi are wave dummies

– yield consistent estimates for Θ (see Wooldridge 2002 for further details).

The selection equations (4) are estimated using a Probit specification.
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2.2.3 Final empirical specification

Using the same notation as before, the final empirical estimation is given by:

H t
i = α + xt

i’β +
K1∑
k=1

CVi,kγk +
K2∑
k=1

PV t
k δk +

K3∑
k=1

f(at
i)ζk + xiπ + φ2d2iλ̂

2
i

+φ3d3iλ̂
3
i + · · ·+ φT dTiλ̂

T
i + ωi + ut

i (9)

Since we use a two-step estimation procedure, we have to correct the stan-

dard errors resulting from our analyses. We do that using the formulae of

Wooldridge (2002, section 12.5).7 The obtained standard errors are robust

to the presence of heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation. STATA is used to

perform the calculations.

2.2.4 Statistical checks

Omitted relevant macro-variables Excluding possibly important macro-

variables may result in “spurious” associations between health and the in-

cluded macro-variables. This is because many macro-variables typically ex-

hibit a clear trend and this trend could be related with trends in health.

With respect to the contemporaneous and early life conditions, we address

the “spurious regression” problem as follows: we add a linear “calendar year”

term to model (9). 8 Then we check whether the coefficients of the cohort

and period variables (CV and PV ) dramatically change by the addition

of the linear trend variable. Moreover, we check whether the coefficient of

the linear trend variable is significant. If it is insignificant, we do not find

overwhelming evidence against the null hypothesis that macro-indicators in

model (9) appropriately describe the cohort and period effects.

7A detailed explanation of the computation of the standard errors is available upon
request.

8We would end up in an observationally equivalent model if we would replace calendar
year by year of birth because of the identity: calendar year = year of birth + age. Obvi-
ously, we could not include “year of birth” and “calendar year” at the same time because
of the linearity constraint with age.
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There is an alternative way of checking whether we are able to explain most

of the cohort and period effects: model (9) can be tested against a fully

saturated model. This fully saturated model can be represented in several

ways, e.g. by adding an arbitrary set of (C−K1−2) cohort dummies (where C

is the number of birth cohorts in our sample) and (T ∗−K2−1) time dummies

(where T ∗ denotes the number of years covered in our sample).9 The test of

model (9) against the fully saturated model boils down to checking whether

the additional time and cohort dummies are jointly significant. If not, we do

not find strong evidence against the null hypothesis that macro-indicators in

model (9) effectively summarize the cohort and period effects.

Multicollinearity We also need to check whether our results are not driven

by multicollinearity problems between the right-hand side variables. Multi-

collinearity of regressors does not only entail the problem of high variances

of the individual coefficient estimates but also the problem that one may

obtain large coefficient estimates (in absolute vales) which are spuriously sig-

nificant. To check for multicollinearity problems, we compute the highest

variance inflation factors (VIF) and the average VIF. The VIF of a partic-

ular right-hand side variable j-th, say female, is equal to 1/(1 − R2
j ), where

R2
j denotes the R2 obtained from regressing the variable j-th on the other

explanatory variables. A high VIF could indicate severe multicollinearity

problems. Chatterjee, Hadi and Price (2000) have formulated some rule of

thumb for the VIF. According to these rules, there is evidence of multi-

collinearity: 1) The largest VIF is greater than 10, 2) The mean of all the

VIF’s is considerably larger than 1.

Non-separability of the age, period and cohort effects In model (9),

we assume that age, period and cohort effects are separable. To check this

assumption, we follow an approach developed by MaCurdy and Mroz (1995),

Gosling et al. (1999), and Fitzenberger et al. (2001). Say we want to test the

9In our sample, C = 29 and T ∗ = 6.
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non-separability of age and cohort effects in model (9). We revised this model

by replacing the period variables PV by a full set of calendar year dummies

in order to saturate the cohort, period, and age dimension of the model. In

order to test the hypothesis of uniform growth in functional limitations, we

take the first derivative of the revised version of model (9) with respect to

age, keeping year of birth constant and add four interaction terms:

at∗, at∗2, a2t∗, a2t∗2 (10)

where a is age and t∗ denotes calendar year. One arrives at the non-separable

variant of the revised version of model (9) by integrating these four inter-

action terms (10) keeping year of birth constant. 10 Basically, if the four

interaction terms are not jointly statistically significant, we do not find evi-

dence of non-separability in age, period, and cohort effects. Given the short

time dimension of our dataset, we did not consider interaction terms of higher

order in age or time (e.g. t∗3a3).

To conclude this section, it can be stated that, if we succeed in correcting for

the effects of spurious correlation, of unobserved heterogeneity and of selec-

tive attrition, and if the results are not driven by multicollinearity problems

between the independent variables and if we cannot reject the hypothesis of

separability of the age, period, and cohort effects, the included variables on

early life and contemporaneous macro-conditions may be considered to have

a causal effect on health.

3 Data and Measures

3.1 Data

The design and purposes of the Longitudinal Aging Study Amsterdam (LASA)

are described in detail elsewhere (Deeg and Westendorp de Serière 1994; Deeg

10Consider the interaction term a∗t∗. This interaction term can be rewritten as a(c+a),
where c is year of birth. The integral of this interaction term is equal to ca2/2 + a3/3.
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et al. 1998) In this paper we use a sample of initially 2,978 individuals born

between 1909 and 1937 (29 cohorts). We use data from the first three waves

conducted in 1992-1993, in 1995-1996, and in 1998-1999. Within each wave,

one can distinguish two time periods (one for each calendar year). Table 1

summarizes the attrition in LASA.

< Insert Table 1 about here. >

First, we had to exclude respondents with a telephone interview as no infor-

mation on functional limitations is available for them. Second, 85% of the

loss on follow up (after exclusion of the telephone interviews) is due to health

problems or death. This makes sample attrition very likely to be endogenous

(Deeg et al. 2002). Third, given that only 15% of sample attrition is due

to refusals, we do not make any distinction between attrition due to health

problems and attrition due to refusals.

3.2 Measures

Functional status Functional limitations are measured in the LASA study

by self-reports on mobility activities in daily life.11 These self-reports include

the ability of respondents to: (1) cut one’s own toenails, (2) walk up and down

a 15 step staircase without stopping, and (3) make use of private or public

transportation (Mc Whinnie 1981, van Sonsbeek 1988). Note that the choice

of these three items has been done step-wise: in the LASA pilot study, nine

items were used to measure functional ability and the selected three items

were the most consistent ones to describe functional ability (Kriegsman et

al. 1997; Smits et al. 1997). The score takes on the values 0, 1, 2 when a

test item is performed without any difficulty, with difficulties or only with

help respectively. A score equal to 3 is given to the respondent when the

11Note that functional status is self-reported and that the observed period effects could
be explained by variations in the norms for subjective evaluations over time. Unfortu-
nately, we cannot exclude this possibility.
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activity cannot be performed. The total score is obtained by summing the

three activity scores.12 The internal consistency of the three items is very

good (Cronbach’s alpha: 0.76); the test-retest reliability excellent (weighted

kappa’s between 0.76 and 0.90) (Boshuizen, Chorus, and Deeg 2000).

Demographic and socioeconomic characteristics Age is characterized

using a linear spline function with 6 knots at ages 55, 62.9, 69.4, 76.6, 83.8

and 91.13

Besides age, our model includes the following explanatory variables: gender

(0 = “male”, 1 = “female”), attained education level of the respondent (three

dummies ranging from “elementary education not completed” to “university

education”), household real net monthly income in 1,000 euro, occupational

prestige of the longest job according to Sixma and Ultee (1983) (ranging

from 0 = “never had job” to 87 = “high prestige”), place of residence (two

dummies for “North-East”, and “South”, with reference category “West”),

and partner status (0 =“no partner”, 1 = “partner”), and whether the re-

spondent experienced a significant event (war, poverty etc) during childhood

(0 = “no”, 1 = “yes”).14 We also allow for an interaction effect between age

and gender, as age effects on functional status may depend on gender.15

Table 2 reports descriptive statistics on functional limitations and other de-

12Strictly speaking, an ordered probability model should be used in order to take into
account that our dependent variable is not measured on a metric scale. However, extending
an ordered probit model by taking into account (correlated) unobserved heterogeneity and
endogenous attrition, is a very complex exercise. Therefore, we decided to refrain from
using this.

13In a sensitivity analysis, we extended the number of knots in order to make the age
function more flexible. However, the results remain to a large extent similar.

14We also include a variable indicating missing values for this variable (4.4% missing at
wave I).

15We also estimated models including interaction variables between gender and the age
splines function. We could not reject the assumption that the coefficients of the interaction
variables are the same. Therefore, we decided to work with a single interaction variable
between gender and age.
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mographic and socio-economic characteristics at baseline.

< Insert Table 2 about here. >

After exclusion of cases with missing data for the dependent variables and/or

the included demographic and socio-economic characteristics, we end up with

a sample of 2,767 persons. 661 persons only participate in wave 1,423 persons

participate in wave 1 and wave 2, and 1,683 persons participate in all three

waves.

Macro-determinants In his theoretical framework for health and sur-

vival, Schultz (1984) distinguishes five categories of macro-determinants that

may affect health instantaneously but also later in life: 1) Market prices and

wage rates to account for the general economic situation, 2) Public (health

care) programs, 3) Climate and Disease exposure 4) Availability of infor-

mation on, for instance, hazardous or health-enhancing activities and 5)

Infrastructure like the availability of drinking water or sewage. Briefly, a

consensus seems to have developed on the fact that especially bad nutrition

and exposure to diseases during pregnancy, infancy and childhood (Fridlizius

1989; Fogel 1994; Barker 1998; Bengtsson and Lindstrom 2003; Crimmins

and Finch 2005) hinder the normal development of the body and cause per-

manent damages that affect health instantaneously and at later ages. This

forms the framework underlying the selection of our macro-variables.16

Instead of using market prices or wage rates (not available for all birth-

cohorts), we proxy the general economic conditions by the real Gross National

Product (G.N.P.) per capita during pregnancy, at age 1, at ages 1-5 , at ages

5-15 (periods of growth of the children), and at ages 15-22 (at the entrance on

the job market). Our analyses also account for the famine of unprecedented

severity that the cities in the West of the Netherlands experienced in the

winter of 1944/45. This is to investigate whether experiencing malnutrition

16Our macro-data are from Statistics Netherlands.
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during childhood (at ages 12, 16 and 18)17 affects functional status at older

ages.

With respect to public programs, the Netherlands faced severe restrictions

in availability in acute and long-term care facilities during the observation

window (Portrait 2000). We include: 1) the number of hospital beds per

1,000 inhabitants aged 65 and above, 2) the number of nursing days in hos-

pitals per 1,000 inhabitants aged 65 and above, 3) the average duration of

stays in hospitals, 4) the number of persons in residential homes per 1,000

individuals aged 65 and above, 5) the number of nursing days in nursing

homes per 1,000 inhabitants aged 65 and above, 6) the number of workers

in home care organizations per 1,000 individuals aged 65 and above, and

7) the proportion of middle-aged females participating in the labor market

as they are an important source of informal care of disabled older individu-

als. Finally, the Netherlands went through a rapid increase in work-related

disability from the 1970’s till 1990. This may have affected the reporting

behavior for two main reasons. First, it became more and more accepted to

be disabled. Second, individuals possibly overstated their disability status to

have access to the generous disability schemes. To address this, we investi-

gate whether the proportion of individuals participating in disability schemes

when the respondent was aged 30-40, 40-50 and 50-60 affect the trends in

functional limitations.

Regarding climate exposure, cohorts that grew up during cold winters and

rainy springs may have had worse living conditions and less access to (good

quality) food (Doblhammer and Vaupel 2001). To address this, we include

as cohort variables average temperature in the winter at birth and at ages 1-

5.18 Regarding exposure to diseases, we include: the percentage of deceased

individuals due to infectious diseases, due to tuberculosis, and due to cancer

at birth of the respondent, and between age 1 and 5. We also include infant

17We cannot study the effect of experiencing a famine at ages under 7 since the youngest
LASA respondents are born in 1937.

18Information on springs is not available for all cohorts.
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mortality under age 1. Influenza caused a dramatic epidemic in 1918. We

include dummy variables indicating whether the respondent was under age

5 and under age 14 in 1918.

Information availability is characterized using a variable indicating the av-

erage attained level of education of fathers at birth of the respondent and

the average level of attained education level of children when the respondent

was 14 years of age. Finally, regarding infrastructure, we could not find any

good historic data on the availability of sewage and drinking water facilities.

However, the major investments in public health were made in 1870-1900.

Therefore we can assume that all LASA respondents grew up in favorable

conditions with respect to sewers and water supply.

In addition to the five categories of the Schultz framework, we should mention

that our sample is conditional on survival up to the beginning of the obser-

vation window. A substantial part of the cohort effects may be muted since

we only observe the fittest members of each cohort. Due to the design of the

data, our conclusions with respect to cohort effects only concern individuals

who survive till at least age 55. We attempt to correct our analyses for this

survivorship bias by including variables indicating differences in prior death

in successive cohorts. The four variables indicate the number of survivors to

ages 1, 15, 40, and 50 out of 100,000 individuals per year of birth and sex

(Tabeau et al. 1994).

Table 3 provides information on most cohort variables and shows that the

trends are as expected: decreasing infant mortality, a steady decline of the

number of deaths due to infectious diseases and/or tuberculosis and of the

infant mortality with the exception of the years around the first World War, a

slight increase of the average education level of the father and of the children,

an increasing G.N.P. to 1921 slightly decreasing afterwards, and an increasing

percentage of individuals with disability schemes after 1970. Table 4 provides

information on the period variables. It shows a decreasing availability of care

services (except for the use of nursing homes) and an increasing female labor
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participation during the observation window.

< Insert Tables 3, and 4 about here. >

Exclusion restrictions As we said before, our model includes two selec-

tion equations. The first (second) equation explains the attrition between

wave 1 (2) and 2 (3). In those selection equations, we included the same

age, cohort, and same background characteristics as in the health equations.

Moreover, we add a time dummy which indicates whether the respondent

participates in the second time period within a wave.

Finally, we have to come up with variables that explain attrition due to

mortality, being too ill, and refusals and that do not explain functional lim-

itations outcomes, for instance variables indicating too little spare time to

participate in the study. Those exclusion restrictions are crucial if we want

to correct for attrition. We are in the fortunate position to have access to

two convincing exclusion variables: a dummy indicating whether a female

respondent is a member of a non-Roman catholic church (namely mainly

protestant), and a categorical variable indicating whether the participation

in the LASA interview was enjoyable or not, ranging from 1 = “very un-

pleasant” till 5 = “very pleasant”. With respect to the latter, it is worth

mentioning that the question is divided in two parts: a first part assessing

whether the participation was tiring or not (which may be highly related to

health status), and a second part assessing whether the respondent enjoyed

the participation. The second part is much less likely to be associated with

health status, and is consequently used in our analyses. We found some em-

pirical support for this claim further by comparing the reason of attrition

(“deceased”, “too frail”, “refusal”) and the appreciation assessment of par-

ticipation in LASA. It appears that respondents who stay in the sample, on

average appreciate the LASA questionnaire in the same way as those who

leave the sample due to health reasons (“deceased, or “too frail”). Those

respondents who refuse to participate in the next wave found participation
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in LASA significantly less enjoyable than the other groups. For instance,

44 percent of the respondents, who refused to participate in the third wave,

found participation in the second wave (very) unpleasant. The correspond-

ing percentage for stayers and for those who leave the sample due to health

reasons (“too frail”, “deceased”) is equal to 23.

In the empirical part, we converted the latter variable in five dummies (en-

joy1 till enjoy5). Moreover, we constructed additional exclusion variables by

interacting the dummy variables “enjoy” with the binary variable “female”,

and with the dummy variable which indicates whether the respondent par-

ticipates in the second time period within a wave. We only retain in the

final specification of the selection equations the significant interaction terms,

namely female*enjoy2, female*enjoy3 and the dummy for the second period

in the wave *enjoy3. One could possibly argue that the exclusion restrictions

described above mainly explain attrition due to refusals, and not other attri-

tion processes due to health problems. We also experimented with additional

variables such as categorical variables indicating the number of children, the

number of grand-children, whether the respondent has currently a paid job,

and the degree of participation in social organizations. These variables do not

predict attrition. In total, we have 8 exclusion restrictions for each selection

equation.

4 Results

All specifications reported in Table 5 are based on model (9). Specification

(a) includes gender, the interaction variable “age*gender”, a linear spline

function in age, cohort variables and a full set of year dummies. Specifica-

tion (b) differs from specification (a) in the sense that we explicitly model

the period effects as well. The modeling of the age, cohort, and period effects

is similar in specifications (b) and (c); however, specification (c) is corrected

for differences in demographic and socioeconomic characteristics, and speci-

fication (b) is not.
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< Insert Table 5 about here >

Before commenting on the results, it is worth mentioning that, to decide

whether we should correct for selective attrition or not, we have performed

the test on selective attrition suggested by Wooldridge (2002, p.581) in all

specifications (full results available upon request). The selection dummy st+1
i

was negative and very statistically significant, showing that respondents who

remain in the LASA study report on average less functional limitations than

the attriters. This indicates that, to get consistent parameter estimates, one

needs to control for selective attrition. We do that using the techniques

derived in section 2.2 to correct for selective attrition in the context of a

random effects linear model with unobserved heterogeneity.19

The estimation results of the exclusion restrictions included in the two selec-

tion equations associated with specifications (a), (b) and (c) are reported in

Table 6 (see section 3.2 for a description of the exclusion restrictions).

< Insert Table 6 about here >

Note that the exclusion variables predict participation to LASA in successive

waves: female members of a non Roman catholic church and individuals

who enjoyed the participation in the first (second) wave were more likely to

participate in the second (third) wave than others. Moreover, females who

experienced the LASA interview as unpleasant or not particularly pleasant

were more likely to quit the LASA sample than males who felt similarly.

Finally, the LASA participants who experienced the LASA interview as not

particularly pleasant were more likely to quit the LASA sample when they

were interviewed in the second time period of each wave instead of in the first

19We have also estimated the attrition bias fixed effects model of Wooldridge (2002). In
this model, the cohort effects are subsumed in the individual effects and the time effects
are modeled by means of macro-indicators. In this way, we were able to check whether our
approach and that of Wooldridge yielded similar estimates for the age coefficients. From
our sensitivity analysis, this appeared to be the case (results are available upon request).
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time period of each wave . The χ2- tests (8 degrees of freedom) are reported

in Table 5 and show that the exclusion variables are jointly significant in

both selection equations. We admit however that the χ2-values are not that

high, indicating that the exclusion restrictions are not really powerful.

4.1 Specification (a)

The estimated parameters associated with the inverse Mills ratios are all

negative and significant at the 10% level. This result indicates that the

unobservables determining attrition are negatively correlated with those de-

termining individual health status.20

The estimated age spline parameters appear to be jointly significant (χ2-

test = 243.6). The parameters of the age spline, which can be interpreted

as age interval specific slopes, show a highly nonlinear relationship between

age and functional limitations: the functional limitations indicator increases

at a faster rate as people become older.21

In a preliminary analysis, we estimated specification (a) including step-wise

all cohort variables described in section 3.2. We could not find any strong

evidence of cohort effects. The variable that had the highest explanatory

power (t-value equal to 0.91) was the variable indicating the percentage of

deaths due to tuberculosis in the first year of the respondent. All other co-

hort variables had no or a lower explanatory power. To check whether the

20It is well-known that the Heckman correction procedure is very sensitive to parametric
assumptions and that for a few observations the inverse Mills ratio might take on extreme
large values. Those observations could have a huge leverage on the estimated coefficients
corresponding to the inverse Mills ratios. In case of specification (a) the maximum values
of the two inverse Mills ratios are not that large (1.43613 and 1.234557). Moreover, we
have investigated whether the estimation results of model (9) are strongly affected by the
presence of some outlying inverse Mills ratios. This does not seem to be the case. Detailed
results of sensitivity analysis are available upon request.

21The H0 that functional limitations is a linear function of age (i.e. the 5 spline coeffi-
cients are the same) is rejected at the 1 % level: χ2(4)= 88.05.
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“tuberculosis” cohort variable should nevertheless be included in our model,

we re-estimated all specifications without including the cohort variable and

assessed whether the age and period parameters changed. The age param-

eters remained very similar: only the slope at ages 69-77 was a little bit

steeper in the specification excluding the “tuberculosis” variable. However,

the size of the period effects decreased slightly. Therefore, we decided to keep

the “tuberculosis” variable in the final specifications.

The absence of significance of the cohort variables may be surprising in the

light of the recent literature on the long-term health effects of early life condi-

tions. Most results show long-term effects on chronic diseases and mortality

at old ages (Kuh and Ben Shlomo 2004). However, to our knowledge, there

is no empirical evidence of long-term effects of exposure in early life on func-

tional limitations at older ages.

The variables indicating prior mortality per cohort were also insignificant.

This result may deserve an additional explanation. As mentioned in section

3.2, our sample may suffer from survivorship bias. To control for this, we

added in preliminary work a set of variables indicating differences in prior

death in successive cohorts per gender (see section 3.2 for a description of

these variables). All parameter estimates associated with the mortality vari-

ables were not statistically significant and the remaining parameter estimates

were only very slightly affected by the inclusion of these variables.

A significant increasing trend is shown in specification (a) (p-value equal

to 0.0345): individuals report more functional limitations at the end of the

1990s, after correction for age and cohort effects.

The estimated parameters of the dummy variable “female” and the interac-

tion term between female and age show that females report on average more

functional limitations than males from age 61 onwards. Moreover, the preva-

lence of functional limitations for females increased with age at a significantly

higher rate than for males.
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4.2 Specification (b)

In preliminary analyses, we estimated specification (a) including step-wise

all period variables described in section 3.2. We find that the prevalence of

self-reported functional limitations is significantly related to the restrictions

in hospital care (characterized by the number of nursing days in hospital per

capita).

Regarding this adverse period effect, a few explanations may be put forward.

Individuals may experience (higher level of) functional limitations for a longer

period of time as the waiting period for e.g. surgeries increased during the

nineteen-nineties. Patients may also be discharged from hospitals earlier

which may also result in a deterioration of their functional status. We could

not find any significant effects on functional status of the supply reductions

in informal care, home care and institutional care.

It is interesting to see that the parameters of the age splines, cohort and

gender variables are to a large extent similar in specifications (a) and (b).

Finally, note that the parameters associated with the inverse Mills ratios are

again all negative and significant: the first one at a 5% level, and the second

one at a 1% level. Moreover, the inverse Mills ratios are jointly significant at

the 5% level (p-value = 0.02).

4.3 Specification (c)

The coefficients of the age, period and cohort variables are not much affected

by the inclusion of the individual characteristics. Again, we do not find

evidence that early life conditions affect functional limitations at older ages.

However, the prevalence of functional limitations is found to increase in the

nineteen-nineties, in part due to restricted access to hospital care.

After correction for differences in demographic and socioeconomic charac-

teristics, the estimated parameters associated with the inverse Mills ratios

remain negative. It is still important to correct for endogenous attrition: one
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of the Mills ratio is significant at the 5% level.

In a preliminary analysis we excluded from our model the insignificant“Mundlak”

variables.22 We end up with one significant “Mundlak” variable (namely av-

erage income), which shows the need to correct for possible correlation be-

tween the unobserved individual effects and the time-varying right-hand side

variables.

The estimation results demonstrate that medium educated respondents re-

port significantly less functional limitations than lower educated respondents.

The fact that the estimated parameter associated with the highest educa-

tional class is not significant may be explained by the low number of individ-

uals in this category (see Table 2). The parameter estimates associated with

the income variables show that individuals with higher incomes report less

functional limitations. One could interpret the average income as a proxy

for permanent income and the coefficients corresponding to current income

measures maybe the effect of transitory income. In that case, one can con-

clude that a higher permanent income results in a significantly lower level

of functional limitations. Likewise, respondents for whom the longest job

was a job with a high prestige are less functionally disabled at older ages

than others. We find some effect of the region (respondents in North-East

report more functional limitations than in West). Strong negative effects on

functional status of having experienced a significant event during childhood

emerge. Finally, we do not find significant effect of having a partner on the

probability of having functional limitations.

22See section 2.2 on the effects of unobserved heterogeneity. Two time-varying regressors
are included in our model, namely real net monthly income and partner status.
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5 Sensitivity analysis

5.1 Omitted relevant macro-variables

It is important to test whether the cohort and period effects are correctly

specified. First we included in previous work a linear “calendar year” term

into specifications (b) and (c) of model (9) (see section 2.2).23 The estimates

of the parameters associated with the age splines and the cohort variable

“tuberculosis” were hardly affected in both specifications. The parameter

associated with the period variable does not change dramatically.24 More-

over, the estimate of the parameter associated with the linear trend was not

statistically significant (t-value = 0.7 in specification (b) and t-value= 0.6 in

specification (c)). Consequently, we excluded the time trend from the final

specifications.

Second, we tested specifications (a), (b) and (c) against a fully saturated

model. In specification (a) we added 26 cohort dummies and, in specifications

(b) and (c), 27 cohort dummies and 3 period dummies were included. The

additional dummy variables were not jointly significant in all specifications

(see table 5). Therefore, we do not find overwhelming evidence against the

null-hypothesis that the macro-indicators included in specifications (a), (b)

and (c) appropriately describe the cohort and period effects.

5.2 Multicollinearity

The results presented above may be driven by the high degree of multi-

collinearity between the variables. In order to check this, we first compute

the highest variance inflation factors (VIF) and the average VIF and re-

23As mentioned earlier, we could have included a linear “birth of year” term, but the
two models are observationally equivalent.

24The estimate (standard error) of the coefficient corresponding to the period vari-
able“Nursing days in hospitals” decreases from -2.103 (0.93) to -3.197 (2.52). The coeffi-
cient associated with the cohort variable “ % Death tuberculosis at birth” changes barely
from 0.00278 (0.00270) to 0.00272 (0.00270).
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port them in Table 5. The largest VIF in specification (a) is equal to 78.35

and corresponds to the variable “female*age”. It appears that the variables

“female” and “female*age” are strongly correlated with each other: those

variables have very high VIF. As mentioned in section 2.2, these variables

could be spuriously significant. However, we think that we do not have to

worry about the high VIF of those two variables because the standard errors

of the corresponding coefficient estimates are rather small. Apparently, there

is sufficient sample variation in the variables gender and “sex*age”. If we

disregard the variables “female” and “female*age”, then the variable indi-

cating “tuberculosis” has the highest VIF, equal to 8.25. This value is not

particularly high (see the rules of thumb presented in section 2.2.4).

In specifications (b) and (c), we replace the time dummies by one period

variable. The VIF of the right hand side variables (except for “female” and

“female*age”) are below 10. Again, the other age, cohort and period variables

are not strongly correlated with each other.

5.3 Non-separabilities of the age, period and cohort

effect

We carried out the non-separability test explained in section 2.2.4. It appears

that those four interaction terms are not jointly significant (χ2
4 = 5.53; p-

value = 0.24). In other words we do not find evidence for non-separabilities

in age, period and cohort effects.

6 Summary and Conclusions

The paper presents an approach which allows investigators to assess the role

of early life and contemporaneous macro-conditions in explaining self-reports

on functional limitations later in life. In particular, we investigate the role of

exposure to infectious diseases and economic conditions during infancy and

childhood, as well as the effect of current health care facilities and economic
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conditions. Specific attention was paid to the impact on estimation results

of omitted relevant macro-variables, unobserved heterogeneity, selective at-

trition, and multicollinearity of the included regressors. Note that this study

is also related to the line of research dealing with the identification of age,

period and cohort effects. The empirical analysis is performed on the Longi-

tudinal Aging Study Amsterdam. At the time of the study, there were only

three waves available, and that certainly restricts the validity of our results.

Interpretation of age effects should therefore be limited to the observed age

span, if we want to avoid out-of-sample predictions. For future studies, we

recommend the coverage of longer time periods. We nevertheless would like

to re-emphasize that the purpose of the study is to propose an approach to

thoroughly assess the effect of early life conditions and contemporaneous con-

ditions on health later in life, which we applied to self-reports on functional

limitations at older ages as a matter of illustration.

The main conclusions of the paper are that early life macro-conditions do

not explain self-reports on functional limitations at older ages. However,

functional limitations are adversely affected by period effects. These period

effects stems from the fact that the number of nursing days in hospital de-

creased in the nineteen-nineties.
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Table 1: Pattern of attrition in the LASA study

Wave I Wave II Wave III

Number of participants 3,107 2,302 1,874
Deceased - 417 344
Too frail - 55 61
Refusal - 90 64
Telephone interview - 243 202
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Table 2: Descriptive statistics: Health, Demographic and Socioeconomic factors at base-
line

Variables Response (%)

Number of respondents∗ 2,991

Self reports on Functional Limitations 0 58.6

1-3 25.0

4-6 9.2

7-9 7.2

Age 55-60 16

60-65 17.5

65-70 17

70-75 15.3

75-80 18

80-85 16.2

Year of birth 1909-12 18.2

1913-17 18.5

1918-22 15.1

1923-27 15.8

1928-32 16.7

1933-37 15.7

Year of interview 1992 33.9

1993 66.1

Female 51.2

Attained education level Low 43.9

Medium 42.2

High 13.9

Net monthly income (in Euro) < 625 22.3

625-852 22.4

853-1080 16.7

1081-1477 18.9

1478-1932 10.4

> 1933 9.5

Occupational prestige longest job Mean 27.2

Place of residence North-East 30.7

South 23.9

West 45.4

Partner status No partner 33.5

Significant event during childhood No 72.4

*: After exclusion of missing values.
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Table 3: Cohort macro-indicators

Year Survivors No. deaths No. deaths Average Average Real GNP Percentage % death

of at one year infectious tuberculosis education education per capita disability per

birth of age diseases per 100,000 fathers∗ children∗ at birth schemes 1000

per 100,000 per 100,000 ∗∗ at age 40 newborns

1909 87,740 227.5 164.0 2.38 3.12 8.64 1.17 25.1

1910 86,317 221.0 156.9 2.53 3.45 9.32 1.20 25.6

1911 85,081 229.2 157.0 2.27 2.92 10.45 1.21 30.2

1912 89,200 212.2 144.0 2.18 3.21 11.11 1.24 23.2

1913 88,595 202.4 142.0 2.90 2.89 11.56 1.24 23.0

1914 90,549 202.4 140.0 2.61 3.52 12.54 1.25 23.4

1915 89,333 208.4 144.1 2.40 3.34 16.89 1.27 21.8

1916 89,146 235.5 167.0 2.41 3.13 21.13 1.28 21.8

1917 89,238 243.0 182.0 2.64 3.03 21.96 1.28 23.8

1918 88,106 290.9 203.0 2.38 3.35 28.67 1.31 33.8

1919 92,173 258.0 174.0 2.55 3.40 41.72 1.34 33.2

1920 90,699 195.8 146.9 2.34 3.41 51.51 1.41 31.5

1921 91,951 180.3 127.0 2.41 3.31 41.73 1.44 31.1

1922 92,167 160.2 113.7 2.49 3.25 34.00 1.48 29.0

1923 94,203 150.1 104.8 2.67 3.52 31.43 1.54 26.3

1924 93,170 144.1 106.5 2.65 3.62 32.80 1.68 25.7

1925 94,842 139.2 98.7 2.80 3.26 33.37 1.80 23.6

1926 93,206 144.0 96.2 2.51 3.43 32.43 1.93 24.1

1927 95,125 141.8 94.3 2.80 3.43 32.85 1.82 24.8

1928 93,573 125.7 83.8 2.75 3.39 34.43 1.99 23.6

1929 95,280 124.5 85.6 2.74 3.70 33.89 2.17 24.6

1930 94,316 113.1 74.7 2.45 3.90 31.04 2.27 23.4

1931 94,643 103.9 72.7 2.89 3.78 25.76 2.37 23.4

1932 94,896 94.5 64.4 2.64 3.98 20.98 2.50 22.4

1933 95,161 85.1 59.8 2.67 3.65 19.85 2.63 22.4

1934 95,359 81.0 54.5 2.94 3.80 19.12 2.77 22.5

1935 96,539 75.3 52.4 2.77 3.80 18.05 2.98 22.5

1936 95,620 73.6 50.0 3.00 3.88 17.62 3.83 21.5

1937 95,806 66.9 47.9 2.61 4.07 20.28 4.19 20.9
∗: calculation based on an education indicator with scores ranging from 1 (primary education not

completed) to 9 (university 2nd grade).
∗∗: real G.N.P. measured in 1.000 Euro with 1990 as base year.
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Table 4: Period macro-indicators

Indicators 1992 1993 1995 1996 1998 1999

Number hospital beds per 1,000 inhabitants 4.2 4.1 3.9 3.8 3.7 3.6

Number nursing days in hospitals per 1,000 inhabitants 1.1017 1.0756 1.0230 1.0032 0.9448 0.8845

Number of residential home dwellers per 1,000 65+ 127 124 119 117 108 107

Number nursing days in nursing homes per 1,000 65+ 9.6227 9.6589 9.7545 9.7581 9.7028 9.57

Number of home care workers per 1,000 65+ 0.02534 0.02501 0.02438 0.02374 0.02399 0.02375

Percentage working middle-aged females 34.76 34.81 41.44 42.31 45.8 47.07
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Table 5: Estimation results model (9) on Self-reported Functional Limitations (first part)

Spec. (a) Spec. (b) Spec. (c)

Inverse Mills ratio (t=2) -0.653* -0.513** -0.312

(0.38) (0.21) (0.20)

Inverse Mills ratio (t=3) -0.935* -1.372*** -0.924**

(0.51) (0.49) (0.45)

Age spline [55,63) -0.0058 -0.0080 -0.0047

(0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Age spline [63,69) 0.0172 0.0145 0.0062

(0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Age spline [69,76) 0.0672*** 0.0681*** 0.0558**

(0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Age spline [76,84) 0.191*** 0.192*** 0.171***

(0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Age spline [84) 0.323*** 0.341*** 0.324***

(0.06) (0.06) (0.06)

Period dummy 1993 0.205**

(0.08)

Period dummy 1995 0.215

(0.15)

Period dummy 1996 0.407**

(0.16)

Period dummy 1998 0.130

(0.18)

Period dummy 1999 0.435**

(0.20)

Female -3.981*** -3.902*** -3.882***

(0.59) (0.59) (0.64)

Female * Age 0.0662*** 0.0652*** 0.0613***

(0.009) (0.009) (0.009)

% of deaths due to Tuberculosis in year of birth respondent 0.0025 0.0027 0.0023

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003)

Nursing days in hospitals per 1,000 individuals aged 65+ -2.103** -1.930**

(0.93) (0.91)

Standard errors in parentheses

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table 5: Estimation results model (9) on Self-reported Functional Limitations (second part)

Spec. (a) Spec. (b) Spec. (c)

Medium Educated1 -0.276***

(0.09)

High Educated -0.157

(0.14)

Partner Status -0.0897

(0.09)

Real income (in 1.000 euros) -0.0039

(0.07)

Real income -0.658***

(0.11)

Occupational prestige -0.0029

(0.00)

Childhood event 0.343***

(0.09)

Dummy Childhood event 1.972***

(0.32)

Living in North-East provinces2 0.142

(0.088)

Living in South provinces 0.0055

(0.096)

Constant 0.473 2.988* 3.391*

(1.01) (1.72) (1.78)

p-value χ2-test Mills ratios 0.135 0.020 0.123

p-value χ2-test linear age spline 0 0 0

p-value χ2-test time variables 0.0345 0.0233 0.0345

Adjusted R2 0.257 0.256 0.282

Number observations 6,556 6,556 6,025

Highest variance inflation factor 78.35 77.57 85.76

Average variance inflation factor 17.45 17.40 10.93

χ2-value Exclusion restrictions first selection equation 46.20 46.20 40.05

χ2-value Exclusion restrictions second selection equation 35.69 35.69 34.39

χ2-value Misspecification test against fully saturated model 23.61 34.04 28.96

p-value Misspecification test against fully saturated model 0.598 0.279 0.520

Standard errors in parentheses

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
1: Reference category is low educated.

2: Reference category is Western provinces.
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Table 6: The sample selection equations associated with specifications (a), (b), and (c) of Table 5

Spec. (a) and (b) Spec. (c)

Waves 1-2 Waves 2-3 Waves 1-2 Waves 2-3

Interview very unpleasant1 0.0377 -0.730** 0.0708 -0.734*

(0.37) (0.36) (0.38) (0.39)

Interview unpleasant -0.911*** -0.156 -0.964*** -0.176

(0.25) (0.33) (0.28) (0.34)

Interview not particularly pleasant 0.161 0.456** 0.137 0.472**

(0.13) (0.19) (0.13) (0.19)

Interview very pleasant 0.134 0.124 0.135 0.109

(0.08) (0.09) (0.09) (0.10)

Female * interview unpleasant -0.0301 -0.725* -0.0431 -0.651

(0.39) (0.42) (0.43) (0.44)

Female * interview not particularly pleasant -0.301** -0.198 -0.262* -0.177

(0.13) (0.16) (0.13) (0.17)

Second period in Wave 1 * interview not particularly pleasant -0.0868 -0.111

(0.14) (0.14)

Second period in Wave 2 * interview not particularly pleasant -0.631*** -0.723***

(0.20) (0.20)

Female * Member of a non Roman catholic church 0.314*** 0.142 0.306*** 0.146

(0.08) (0.10) (0.10) (0.11)

Number observations 2,767 2,106 2,569 1,932

Log likelihood -1,401.9 -941.2 -1,309.0 -878.5

Pseudo R2 0.0784 0.109 0.0902 0.118

We only report the coefficient estimates associated with the exclusion restrictions.

Standard errors in parentheses: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
1: Reference category is interview pleasant
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